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Disclaimer

This presentation may contain certain statements and projections provided by or on behalf of Impact Gold
Limited (“Impact”) with respect to the anticipated future undertakings. These forward-looking statements
reflect various assumptions by or on behalf of Impact.
Accordingly, these statements are subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties
and contingencies associated with the mining industry which may be beyond the control of Impact which
could cause actual results or trends to differ materially, including but not limited to price and currency
fluctuations, geotechnical factors, drilling and production results, development progress, operating results,
reserve estimates, legislative, fiscal and regulatory developments, economic and financial markets
conditions in various countries, approvals and cost estimates, environmental risks, ability to meet funding
requirements, share price volatility. Accordingly, there can be no assurance that such statements and
projections will be realised. Impact makes no representations as to the accuracy or completeness of any
such statement of projections or that any forecasts will be achieved.
Additionally, Impact makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, in relation to, and no
responsibility or liability (whether for negligence, under statute or otherwise) is or will be accepted by
Impact or by any of their respective officers, directors, shareholders, partners, employees, or advisers as
to or in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions or matters
(express or implied) arising out of, contained in or derived from this presentation or any omission from
this presentation or of any other written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to
any interested party or its advisers. In furnishing this presentation, Impact undertakes no obligation to
provide any additional or updated information whether as a result of new information, future events or
results or otherwise.
Nothing in this material should be construed as either an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or
sell securities. It does not include all available information and should not be used in isolation as a basis to
invest in Impact.
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Chairmans Report
Dear Shareholders,
On behalf of the Board of Directors of Impact Gold Limited, I welcome you to the 1st AGM of Impact Gold
Limited and I am proud to present you with the company’s Annual Report for the Period Ending 31
December 2021.
There is always a balance between developing the enterprise value and delivering returns to shareholders.
Whilst we are securing exploration and mining licences over four regions in Papua New Guinea, we look
forward to taking you through the plans for 2022 (and beyond) with a focus on the Maprik region project
delivery and resultant cash flow.
Since the commencement of PGL Gold four years ago, the deposits identified and secured at Maprik have
been central to Impact Gold’s development.
Accordingly, I wish to acknowledge the work that has been by the Management team in trying
circumstances during the pandemic lockdown over the 2020 and 2021 years and advise that the hard
work exploiting these resources is beginning.
Papua New Guinea is not the easiest place to operate and whilst COVID restrictions are being lifted (as of
April 18th), we note the virus and its variants are still with us. Safety of our team and the Nationals in the
communities we work with is still front of mind in what we do.
A lot has happened globally since the end of the 2021 financial year driving uncertainty in economics.
With the advent of the War in the Ukraine and the increasing polarisation of and reducing trust in
Governments, gold is seen as a ‘Safe haven’. Furthermore, with increasing interest in Asset Backed Digital
Currencies, gold is the historical favourite.
Gold Prices are currently at circa A$2740 per ounce having peaked at over US$2,000 an ounce.
Our exploration work has also picked up significant levels of Critical Materials in the platinum PGE family in
our PNG river alluvials. Whilst the development of Electric Vehicles and Renewable Technologies has
raised questions about Chinese supply chains, the current war in the Ukraine has dramatically identified
issues with sources of supply and volumes for types of technology.
The separation of these non precious metal materials will take a number of years to work out, but we are
negotiating short term sales of concentrate materials whilst we investigate this value adding activity with
some of the world leaders in such, who are located in Australia.
Operations
David Catsoulis, the Managing Director will discuss this in more detail in his report.
To make it easier for Shareholders to follow the developments, we have defined Four Regions of
operation, with the RFGT identified ~ 1,200 ounce [38.7 tonne] 85% purity Maprik alluvial targets to be the
primary focus at the moment, with activities commencing before end of July, 2022.
These regions which have both alluvial and hard rock deposits are (in order of current priority):
1. Maprik
2. Sowom
3. Mediamon
4. Yongaru
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The nature of these deposits on the North and South of the Prince Alexander Range are such that, each of these
logistically is closer to Wewak which means supply lines and access become easier. In the Maprik region, we may even
fly the gold out of the Hayfield Airport where we are planning to establish our base processing and refining activities.
Hayfield is also a planned hub for processing local gold brought in by Nationals which will support the level of planned
operations and provide a regular supply for Toll treated gold.
The tropical nature of the environment in PNG that created these alluvial deposits also means excessive risk during
periods of high rainfall or storm cells that break with little warning. We are cognisant of those risks, but we are
prioritising the alluvial process as this is quicker than addressing the Hard Rock targets from which these alluvial
deposits were generated. In this regard, the 22km road which was built by Impact Gold has been damaged over the
last year and we are negotiating ways to have this repaired.
Gold Sales
Since late 2021 the PNG government now requires all gold to be refined in PNG. Accordingly, we are in negotiations
with the Company who bought the Port Moresby arm of the Perth Mints JV processing and refining facility for gold to
process our Maprik gold. This business operator is the preeminent gold processor in PNG and has established an
office in Wewak.
We are also exploring the use of other gold export licences held by known and reputable parties that can be used,
until such time as we secure our own.
Australian Developments
As you are aware, during 2021 lack of access to PNG had the group looking at opportunities in Australia, particularly
Warwick Gold in Queensland and TomCat Resources in the Northern Territory. We are working to roll these companies
together this calendar year. We will provide information on this as it comes to hand.
Environment, Social and Governance (ESG)
The Annual Report also incorporates our Sustainability Report which supports the objective to deliver long-term
shareholder value through safe, very low-cost, gold production, initially from our three Maprik targets in an
environmentally and socially responsible manner.
Strong ESG responsibility is becoming a highly appreciated factor in global investment, and it is pleasing to note that in
the recent community meetings – the most recent on the 28th of April, 2022 – over 80% of the community supported
our activities and at one meeting there was unanimous support.
Cognisant of our environmental responsibilities in a harsh and unforgiving landscape, we are planning a constant
rehabilitation program as we progress though these alluvial target sites.
Special Advisors
Sir Michael Bromley, the Ex managing director and Chairman of Steamships Trading company in Papua New Guinea
has recently consented to act as a special advisor to the Impact Gold Ltd group in PNG. Significantly experienced in
conducting business in PNG, Sir Michael and our executive team have already been working together over the past
year. With his local knowledge, contacts and eye for PNG logistics very much to our advantage. Brent Thomson, former
head of the Swan Security Group in PNG has also consented to Join the IGL Advisory Board. As one of the most sought
after security experts in PNG and his distinguished, SAS Military history in Iraq and Afghanistan, then our operations
are are in good hands. A couple of medical experts have also joined our Advisory Board to enhance our understanding
of of the Covid 19 implications in PNG for IGL and to assist in setting up of purpose built Medical AID stations in the
local area. Dr Phillip Woods and Dr Solomon Sahhar expertise is greatly appreciated in this respect.
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At 72 years of age Sir Michael was winding down his current Board positions but has consented to be our
Impact Gold 'special adviser and sit on the 'Impact Gold Advisory Committee' for which we are very
grateful.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to thank all stakeholders for their continued support and I
would also encourage all shareholders to be patient and place their trust in the skill, diligence and
commitment of the very focused and dedicated, Impact Gold Executive and Exploration teams.
Exciting and profitable times are very much ahead of us as you will see from our Managing Directors
Report attached.

Jack Smit
Jack Smit.
Chairman

Please note that we have had to compress this document so as to release it
electronically to investors via our registry service however, a full 'uncompressed'
version of this document is also contained within the company's website at
www.impactgold.com.au
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AGM Agenda / Timing page
IGL AGM Details – 9.30am – 10.30am
Location : Star Casino Gold Coast Cooloongatta Room 1
(Refreshments, Tea & Coffee available)
AGENDA
Item 1 : 5 mins Jack Smit - Chairman's Address / Opening of meeting
Item 2 : 30 Mins – MD Presentation / Questions
Item 3 : 10 Mins – Voting
Item 4 : 5 Mins - Approval of Accounts
Item 5 : 5 Mins - Directors Appointments
Item 6 : 5 Mins - Other
The Company Business
The challenge we have created is :
We have phone book numbers of gold / valuations in our portfolio,
and we have not gotten any significant gold out of the ground yet despite Thomo's best
efforts and skill on the heavy machines which have been plagued with breakdowns and
parts supply issues and then, The Covid Pandemic hit.
So we are continuing to talk about raising capital – while we are still developing our plans for
exploiting the first Maprik No.1 deposit – where the 22km road was built 18 months ago and
has now started deteriorating over the past year because of little to no maintenance – But,
once we start our operations again and get to the 1st Mine site online then, we should never
need to raise capital again!
The focus needs to be and always has been on exploiting the first alluvial 23 Tonne, gold
deposit, which can pay for everything else we have to do in PNG.
We have not locked into any other side agreements other than the one with our local Tribute
Partner, Morris Sirgain and so we are now ready to run hard with the Covid 19 winds behind
us and borders now firmly down.
Which raises the question and challenge about doing business in PNG.
The key issues here are :
Security is paramount.
Practical operational issues involving getting our gear to PNG in a timely and undamaged
manner is also an important next step.
The increasing weather volatility in an already difficult environment to operate have all
caused significant delays to starting up.
The MD's report and Presentation attached below shows a laser focus on the first (Target 1)
23 Tonne / 736,000oz [@AU$2000Oz = A$1.47 Bn] resource, in a shallow alluvial gold deposit
not more than 5.0 meters to the high grade gold concentrations.
This gives us all the cash we need to expand and deliver on more PNG Gold rich targets.
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Other key messages

We do not wish to conflate the Australian NT and Qld Co. Operations into Impact Gold, as they are
totally separate entities with little cross ownership but, do have similar management structures.
These will be dealt with via a separate EGM later in the coming year.
As we emerge from a pandemic lockdown state – PNG only opening up within the last month [18
April 2022] - we have realised that as technicians we have been caught up in the ability of the
wonderful, RFGT technology to identify at an early stage, the large, high grade mineral targets we
now have secured in our portfolio. That work and the efforts to secure those targets in Papua
New Guinea has continued whilst we were in lockdown and is progressing positively.
Most importantly, our Managing Director, is laser focused on exploiting the first of the Maprik Au
deposits which will more than adequately fund the remainder of the developments that are
planned for PNG.
Our original A$10m budget to exploit the three Maprik deposits may still be necessary to provide
some diversity of operation, but we have slashed this budget to $6.0m (refer to Ops Budget, page
77) so as to focus on the first, [Maprik 1] deposit. Our concern is if there are any major difficulties,
breakdowns or other serious challenges, then cutting this budget further may be too slim and
leave us stranded.
This Maprik 1 deposit on the Screw River is estimated by RFGT and subsequent stream sediment
assays and scanning to be in the order of >800,000 Ounces of gold, (which was previously
referred to as a 23 tonne deposit). Even at 80% purity this is over >A$1.0Bn of gold that should be
recoverable over a short timeframe.
We have four regional target areas between Wewak and Maprik, which is the most South western
of the four targets.
Target Maprik 1.
This covers the full process from extraction to processing and delivery of dore bars to an end
buyer.
There was a $3.5m budget in one of our previous Shareholder advices. Our issue is we are cutting
things too the bone and as mentioned above we are looking for trouble if only one thing goes
wrong :
it just did not add up to do things on a shoestring $3.5m budget and put our team at risk ?
A mix up of Infrastructure / Capital items and working capital – wages / helicopter hire etc
did not even allow for road repair which we now know is going to hit us as we return to site.
We anticipate that this Target 1 will generate > 0.5M Ounces of gold over the first 6 months
period from September to November, subject to the weather during this period. This will translate
to $1.0Bn of gross revenue in AU$ 1,350,000,000 (@ A$2,700/Oz)
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Out of this we will need to pay
the operating costs of the Maprik operation
The Maprik landholders their 'Mine Gate' royalty of 25%
and a dividend to our shareholders circa [30%]
These proceeds will also allow us to fund other infrastructure, secure further tenements and provide a
strong circa A$400m dividend to shareholders...ie. >A$8.00 per IGL share.
Other Matters
Gold Prices
We believe the turmoil of the global environment and the geopolitical events putting the world on a war
footing are positive for the future gold price.
Compared to some of the projects available on this the future gold price is projected to be in excess of
A$3,300 per Ounce.
Diversification
The harsh nature of the environment in PNG has made Impact Gold aware of the risk of a singular focus.
As you would be aware, during the lockdown period, the RFGT technology was utilised to identify deposits
that are now being targeted by Warwick Gold Holdings and Tomcat Resources. Whilst neither of these
exploration groups are in production, Warwick Gold suggests that it has access to a range of Platinum
Group Elements that are in demand on the world stage.
Subject to Impact Gold Shareholder approval once more details are available, Impact Gold will look at
making an offer for these businesses to reduce the risk of a single region gold company in preparation
for a forthcoming UK listing on an appropriate exchange.
Conclusion
Impact Gold has significant alluvial gold targets in Papua New Guinea to action, before we consider the
associated hard rock targets with what is known as the Amogu Conglomerate being secured through
current Exploration Licence Applications which we anticipate will be issued in the near future.
Our focus is very much upon the infrastructure and resourcing for the extraction of gold from the Maprik
1 deposit, work and support the local community and fund the expansion of Impact Gold.
We are happy to work with and prioritise existing Shareholders of Impact Gold in the funding of the next
stage of the process.
The Board welcomes you to our forthcoming AGM on the Gold Coast to be held on the 25th of May, 2022
and we look forward to our very exciting year ahead.
The IGL Board
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Dear Shareholders,
I am only too aware of your concerns and patience over the reporting period as to the affairs of Impact Gold Ltd, your
company and our endeavours to kickstart the highly focussed strategy of starting up, the initial, Maprik Au projects in PNG. I
would dearly like to be able to catch up with each of you and explain the difficulties encountered during the previous 18
months of work programme especially how we were blocked from entering the country until late in this past month however,
it is not possible and as such, I would welcome your input and approach to me personally at any time and especially at our
forthcoming AGM which is to be held on, the 25th of May, 2022 on the Gold Coast at the Star Casino’s, Coolangatta Room1,
between 9.30am to 10.30am. To this extent, the key question we will be answering is where are we at and when will our
production begin for first gold be recovered, now that the doors are open again to PNG travel. I propose to also present the
option of reinvestment so that, the company can raise a further $6.0M to begin the important, initial production plans which
will then, sustain the companies' future growth... I hope all sophisticated shareholders will consider a further investment in our
ongoing PNG enterprise. I am assuring all concerned parties that, a placement from your side now will kick start the
company’s ability to setup its new production plan and secure future key strategic relationships with Government and
Institutions and commence the targeted initial, 1.0 tonne per month gold production and extraction plan for our company. It
will also ensure that our new tenures will be executed and many new functions for which the group must rely on subsequent
funds and operational control to deploy such as our high level, security team. Production is now scheduled to begin in the
coming few months but, only with this complete raising of the A$6.0m new capital injection.
Update for your information,
Our IGL shares are currently in the market at US$5.00 per share. A larger parcel of shares is being sold to a possible number
of new institutional investors @ US$5.0M / share for a total placement of upto US$50M as part of the full blown strategy of
acquiring to 2 new processing plants and a 20T river dredge to be deployed to the SOWOM River in PNG. We also have plans
afoot for various debt instrumentsI which can, be drawn down in the coming months. Once funds become available, from
these processes, I will go back to our IGL board and executive for Impact Gold and approval for the full blown, operations plan
and budget to be implemented for the agreed quantum package of funds which first becomes available. This means
instigating the 'Development Plan' for PNG in this month of May. We are targeting commencing operations on the first 3 Screw
River, shallow alluvial gold anomalies (Targets 1,2,3), totalling > 38.0 Tonnes (1,216,000 Oz Au) within 3 months of this budget
approval. I also expect to conduct an exploratory / reconn. mission to meet up with the key Maprik Clan leaders again and
various ancillary groups and our local team who we have been maintained on half pay during this Covid period. Within the
same Maprik region we are deploying additional resources to not only effect the start-up mining operations on the Screw
River 38Tonnes (refer to figure 1 below). We are also in the process of securing 3 new EL licenses covering the upgraded RFGT
resource target area of the Mediamon Village area where the RFGT technology has identified > 1,100 tonnes or(35,200,000 Oz
Au) of shallow alluvial gold centered over the Mediamon Village, 9.6km NE from the township of Maprik. An additional, hard
rock 'target resource' of >60m ounces Au, has been identified by our geological team, contained within a single, basal,
conglomerate unit known as the ‘Amogu Conglomerate’, refer to P25. These 2 target resources are both 'World Class' gold
targets totalling nearly 100M ounces of Gold within the region for our group. The ‘Amogu’ Resource is located spacialiy over
600 sq km’s and centered over the village of Yongaru and covered by our 3 new EL applications for which the Wardens
hearings were just successfully conducted on site on the 26th of April, 2022.
In terms of the reasons why I would recommend reinvesting, as I am also doing personally, these are the key reasons:The MRA in PNG has by granting our 5 AML leases put us in their rare air category as it has approved and granted Impact's
first 5 AML Leases for alluvial gold production over the Screw River and will continue to support our group. We are ready
to go and scope out our final operations plan and begin site works on the high grade alluvial’s that are the cornerstone of
our Maprik operations plan in the State of East Sepik Prov. PNG. THE MEDIAMON, GOLD TARGETS EQUATE TO A$77Bn or
A$1100/Shr for Impact Gold in today’s gold market equivalent terms. Combined as one Maprik is now one of the greatest
potential gold discoveries on earth. The advantage of this particular Maprik resource to our existing operations is that, we
can begin early production from this resource target and invite the Mediamon Villagers to bring their alluvial gold to our
Hayfield Airstrip operations via trucks and extraction equipment we will supply to them. There is a 9.3km haul road which
has to be constructed in the interim to bring the their sands to our new Treatment facility which is being established by
IGL at the Hayfield Airport compound, near to Maprik. This will be a toll treatment facility for the Mediamon Ore and other
villages for which the local inhabitants will be responsible for delivering their ore to the Hayfield Processing Site on a 50/50
Toll Treatment profit share. This Plant will be an ancillary facility to the main plant being located on the North Screw River
where we will be processing ore from the 5 AML’s
north to south along the Screw River from tenure already granted to the company.
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The founder (David Catsoulis) is a solid, very experienced senior ex.BHP geologist, previously having discovered and built
several and refurbished mines – formerly under ASX and AIM listed companies with international accreditation. These
companies included, BHP Gold Ltd (Gympie GF, Qld), Kolar Gold Plc (UK/India), Australian Gold Development Ltd (Aust)
and Woodlark Island (Milne Bay Prov.) PNG. David was also MD of Indian Minerals Corporation Plc based out of
Brisbane/London for 12 years and had a very experienced ex.MIM Board including, Sir Norman Fussell (MIM Chairman
and CEO) and Peter Slaughter, MIM Chief Mining Engineer) etc.. David was also a hand picked member of the exclusive,
BHP Gold ‘young guns team’ who were an exec. young and ambitious team identified to run a number of Gold/PGE
projects in Australia and PNG for over an 8 year period.
2 x purpose built alluvial, gravity recovery plants are being built in China, specifically tailored for our Maprik operations
and have been commissioned to produce at a production rate of > 100tph – Our production plan is aiming to do 1,000
tonnes of sands per alluvial plant per mining day (ie. 2,000 tpd) total. Times 5 days per week, each alluvial plant setup
can accomodate 10,000 grams of gold per week. The first No.1) is to be located along the Nth Screw River and No.2) at
the Hayfield Airstrip and will be operating at an average head grade of +20g/t Au… this will recover 100kgs of Au per
week or over >200kgs in total and circa 800kgs Au per month… This equates to a fully diluted recovery AUD$64M x 0.85
(purity) or AUD$54.4M per month gross operating revenue. Because of our high grade, initial 38 tonnes total shallow Au
resource deposits then, these 3 ore deposits in the Nth Screw River (refer to figure 1 below) are capable of producing at
2.0 Tonnes Au recovered alluvial gold per month for the initial 16 months of our Maprik, Screw River operations or
approximately double this A$54m per month return in the first year and a half of our PNG operations.
Thus the EV valuation, pre money for the company is set @ US$5.00/share (fully diluted). The Board of IGL has also
discounted the EV to $175M Market Cap. – In total, with the first 5 X AML alluvial licenses having been valued internally at
AUD$35M per mining lease, we can then grow this EV to include an upward value of A$650m for the gold contained in
each of the 5 AML Leases. For the other major RFGT resource assets, Impact Gold has placed longer lead times on
developing these assets and has therefore not placed an asset value for these resources in this EV (enterprise valuation).
However, more than $7.0M has been spent on developing these assets since 2016. Once these new assets are
appropriately assessed and valued they will be included in our EV which rises to over AUD$1.6Bn…or 30X uplift at an
exit, liquidity event in 18 months to 2 years via the planned, IPO in the UK on the LSE. This revaluation will be part of an
overall ‘rollup’ strategy with our associated Australian companies', Warwick Gold Holdings Pty Ltd and Tomcat Resources
Pty Ltd (Refer to Figure 2. attached below).
Signed partnership agreements with local indigenous people of MAPRIK, PNG and the State Government of ESP in PNG –
While some of these people have issues which still need to be resolved, we are mostly on track and solving their
problems by building infrastructure and bringing in Medical supplies and the construction of a first aid station. With the
help of our advisory board medial team for which two doctors are already in place to assist us in this important
undertaking and by generating new employment opportunities for the local inhabitants we are generating a lot of trust,
respect and love for our group. We also have generated some very strong, new government contacts via our new
advisory team which includes Mr Brent Thomson who was the former head of security for the ‘Black Swan Group’ in PNG
who conducted all of the major security contracts for the PNG Government and who also looked after the individual
Ministerial security requirements for each of the PNG Cabinet Members who are also very supportive of our process. Sir
Michael Bromley who has also just joined our IGL Advisory Board has commented that Brent's appointment is critical to
our ongoing operations in PNG. Sir Michael is the highest and best placed Expat for IGL to seek advice as he is the most
experienced non indigenous, businessman in PNG. Now retired and living in Australia, Sir Michael was the former
Chairman and Director of Steamships Trading Co. Ltd in PNG and Chairman of Heli Niugini Ltd, and a Director of
Pegasus Print Group, New Guinea Energy Ltd and Hoia Investment Ltd etc. Sir Michael has extensive business
experience within the region for over 40 years of operating and advising companies working in Singapore, Australia,
Russia, China and principally PNG. Sir Michael is committed to the success of IGL and its plans for PNG.
The executive from Impact Gold Ltd group have a wide selection of new pipeline projects which we have invested in with
an exciting array of additional resource opportunities which we are bringing on line but, our primary focus is the early
gold production from the first 3 alluvial gold resources located on the Nth Screw River.
It’s a global gold market more than ever – essentially metals investors are looking for high quality, new precious metals
suppliers. This enclosed space – has only a few new players whose future capacity is at such a high level of demand and
while we are not fully committed at present because of our shortfall funding issues and the untimely delay due to Covid
19 restrictions in PNG, we are one of those few parties most capable of supplying at high volumes, quickly within 3 to 4
months from start-up of our PNG operations in May, 2022;
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Finally, its front page news of every paper right now – The Super Gains which are being made by investing in
junior gold and precious metals stocks who have high tonnage, low cost scenarios for the yellow and platinum
group metals deposits in their portfolios – but, governments who are the likely providers of these mandates
and who normally get involved in holding up the development of the major resources are our key risk factor.
Right now the Government of PNG is in shutdown, election mode this month and making all sorts of crazy,
illogical promises to get their party elected. There are a raft of new mining laws tabled which will provide
increased impediments to our process in PNG but, what normally goes on in these countries, is that the
people who have the final say including the people of Maprik are mostly 100% behind our endeavours. So as
to actually get 5 new AML licenses granted was by no means, a small miracle in itself and shows the clear,
capacity of our management team to be able to extract these outcomes and finally, to get our gold to market.
It says a lot about who we are on the ground in PNG. We are on the PNG Gov’s radar and the register of
approved parties to be able to get this job done despite the many adverse outcomes in our pathway is a sign
of our strength and intelligence to not only following process and procedure but, to overcoming any of the
speed bumps along the way. One such speed bump and challenge has been seeing off the long term Indian
adversary from the past 1-5 years… a gentleman by the name of James Dass who should have been dismissed
by the country many times for his inappropriate dealings with the MRA and who has been involved in the same
area of Maprik holding various tenures over a 10 yr period from EL’s to ML’s and is a well known, horse trader
of PNG licenses for which he has tried to on sell these licenses to the highest bidder and including Impact Gold
Ltd has risen from the dead. Over the December 2021, Christmas period, Dass has secretly gained access to a
skeleton, MRA staff member and secured a new ML within the Maprik area. The ML was gained illegally in our
opinion and without the consent of the local peoples and in the company’s opinion and with the assistance of
a corrupt MRA official. The company has now launched a complaint against the issuing of this ML, especially
given it was done without CEPA, environmental approval documentation. The company has a copy of the
complaint letter form CEPA to the MRA stating is disapproval and non consent for the issuing of the ML
license. We have also made it clear to Dass that, we will be lodging a formal, injunction after the coming
elections over the new ML in the local area. We are confident that the license will be revoked as there is little
effect on our current mining plans which were in place well before the issuance of the new ML. But, it is a
testament to how, even with the most diligent of watches and monitoring in place, in a country like PNG there
will always be skeletons in their closet to redress. We will be informing all shareholders of our process in
relation to this new ML as our process to dismiss it kicks into full gear in the middle half of this year.
From early 2020-mid 2022 gold has had a record-breaking few years for the gold price to now reach a point
where the investment bank, Goldman Sachs has raised its 2022 gold target to US$2500 per t oz, citing a
“perfect storm” of increased investor and Central Bank demand amid economic and geopolitical uncertainty, as
well as resilient Asia retail demand. Of course, the gold price varies with the level of uncertainty in world
economic markets. With the recent, geopolitical concerns having not gone far away, after the Russian Foreign
affairs Minister, Sergei Lavrov’s warning about the risk of a nuclear war, and after explosions being detected in
Moldova’s Russian enclave of Transnistria, on the western border with Ukraine. Combined with Chinese gold
jewellery demand which accounts for 30% of the global gold consumption which follows up on expansionary
plans for the Chinese Government in the Asia Pacific region, such plans would suggest that many buyers would
be looking to go to gold as a safe haven in the case where these expansionary plans turn ugly and became a
centre piece strategy for a new world order where China, Russia and Africa look to assert their plans for
domination of these new territories. In such a hypothesis, in which gold has now already surged above
AUD$2,740 per ounce currently in May, 2022 we are well set for a few years of potential ‘safe haven’ price
growth in the eyes of Goldman Sachs.
So there is still plenty of investor interest in the yellow metal due to the reasons of continued global, economic
uncertainty and now that the, COVID-19 pandemic border boundaries are coming down in most countries and
we can again travel between PNG and Australia, our operations will be subject to new project funding which
has already been identified coming into play. Supply is also a growing concern in some traders eyes especially
due to decreased gold exploration efforts over the last few years among some larger companies. This is also
true for the Chinese supply of Rare Earths and Platinum Group Elements (PGE’s) largely controlled by China
and Russia. These elements are being monopolised and restricted supply by these two countries so as to
place economic supply and demand pressure on the western countries which require them for their high tech
industries.
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As such, IMPACT GOLD and its associated entities, WARWICK GOLD HOLDINGS AND TOMCAT RESOURCES
are well placed to pick up a large part of this global demand. It is proposed that a full explanatory
memorandum for a proposed rollup between these entities be released to shareholders in the coming
few months with an EGM to be announced to address the full scenario of rolling all 3 entities into a newco
shell to be listed on the UK LSE. The newco has already been established (ie. Warwick Resources Plc) and
a team of UK professional financiers with their backers have put in place, a book building exercise so as to
sponsor this process over the coming year. Once all of the documentation and proposal for this wealth
building consolidation strategy is adjudicated upon and independently assessed then, shareholders will be
informed of the new value proposition for your consideration.
I would therefore welcome you to our forthcoming AGM on the Gold Coast to be held on the 25th of May, 2022 and look I
forward to our very exciting 2 year plan ahead and the issuing of audited company accounts which are attached to this AGM
Notice and cover the past 18 months for the year ending, 31st December, 2021.

David Catsoulis
David Catsoulis
Managing Director
Chief Geologist
IMPACT GOLD LTD
A.C.N. 648 129 579
PO Box 1418, Southport BC, QLD, 4215
P: 1300 268 955 (+61735563990)
M: +61 (0) 474725057

Figure 1
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Managing Directors Report
Figure 2
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Managing Directors Report Cont.
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Figure 3 : Ancillary Documents - The
SOWOM Au PROJECT and
Tenements
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Ancillary Documents Additional Tenures under
Application
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Ancillary Documents - The Tomcat Resources
project, NT and Warwick Gold RFGT Projects
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Executive Overview
Impact Gold Limited
This is a snapshot overview of your investment and what is required to take us into early production.
Process : Alluvial Gold Mining: A$6.1M budget (Refer to Page 77).
Tenure : 5 AML Licenses Issued mid 2021.
Term of AML : 5 years.
Total Initial Target Resource : +100 Tonnes Au or 3,527,396 ounces Au or equivalent to AUD$7.793Bn.
New tenure : another 13 licenses under application or to be issued to JV Partners.
Production Cost: <20% of recovered gold value.
Tribute Agreement Landowner Share: 25% of Gross Profit. Toll treated Ore will be on a 50/50 basis.
Depth to Alluvial Ore: 2-3 Metres on average and a maximum of 5 Meters in places.
Moratorium Period: 3 Months to establish operations.
Gold Production Bottomline : 2,000kg per month.
Gold Production High end output in full production: 3,500kg per month.
Company Internal Valuation DCF : Pre Revenue is $1.4 Billion.
Discounted Valuation $250 million.
Ordinary Shares offered at present : equals 1 Share = USD$5.00
USD$50million Investment = 10 million shares = 18.4% of the company.
ROI: Approximately $54.4 Million Per Month doubling in month 6 to $10.8Million.
Expansion plans within a year to take over and start production in PNG on 1,100 tons gold resources, as
well as 400 tons of alluvial gold resources in Warwick gold mines in Australia.
World Renowned, RFGT Technology Intellectual Property (IP) which was developed and used by the
Russian Government belongs to an associate of Impact Gold Limited. Valuation of the new gold targets
can be viewed as >$50 Billion.
Impact Gold Limited IPO Listing targeted by mid, 2023.
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Maprik - PNG project
background photolog...
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PNG project background
Access to areas around the Screw River is often
challenging and provides technical and physical
logistics that we have managed to overcome with
the completion of a 22km access road via our
initial investment strategy

Our PNG team use a variety of
vehicles to gain access to areas of
geological interest during the initial
review and mapping of the Screw
River

Impact Gold ensures that many of the
local Maprik community members are
involved in all stages of the project
development which ensures their
willingness to participate in this project as
well as providing ongoing employment of
the local communities.
Their involvement varies from menial
tasks such as digging pits right through to
assisting with Geological surveys and
collection or classification of samples and
negotiating with local village groups for
access to traditional lands.
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PNG project background cont.

Local works team assisting with removal
of debris from previous flood events to
allow access to sample areas for
excavations in tight channel, river access
areas.
The local works team has awareness of
areas that will ensure easier access for
our sampling team.

Heavy machinery used by Impact Gold to
create temporary pads in situ for our team
base camps. These temporary camps allow
our sampling teams to configure small scale
Sluice and High Banker equipment on site
for the preparation of mineral concentrates
along the entire stretch of the Screw River.

Dozers are often required to construct
access roads and tracks into hard to
reach areas of geological interest. These
roads are all linked back to the roadway
constructed by Impact Gold.
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PNG project background
(Sampling and Logistics)

Thomo our production Chief on a mini 1T
excavator digging sample Pit on the Screw
River

David Catsoulis our MD enrote to collect
Samples in Maprik upstream on the
Screw River

Slinging in Cargo and Fuel to the Base
camp on the Screw River, Maprik

David our MD flying into Base Camp
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PNG project background

Screw River levee bank where
rich gold deposits lie within
the 5 AML's

Thomo showing a 3m Xsection of the Amogu
Conglomerate which assays
@ 5g/t Au inside the new EL
areas on the Screw River

Screw River - perched
river terraces where
large gold deposits
remain untouched by
local workers
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PNG project background and resource
cont.

3m section of Au rich
Amogu Conglomerate grading at a
composite 5.0g/t Au

3m X-section of graded
Amogu Conglomerate
which hosts gold within
the exploration area.
This unit is exposed over
a 60km x 10km area
within the 3 new EL
areas in Maprik

The shallow Screw River where the
company holds 5 alluvial mining
rights. The steep sided walls of the
river bank confines most of the gold
to the river bed and a basal unit
approximately 5m deep. The same
steep sided river banks means that
the company has to be ever ready for
intermittent flash flooding which can
see water levels rise to 20 feet in only
10 minutes

MEDIAMON VILLAGE

As outlined by the MD the
Mediamon Village map showing
schematic locations of the shallow
alluvial gold deposits Indicated by
the RFGT satellite image in the
region around Mediamon. The
target resources are outlined by
the pinpoints of known deposits
and their contained Au tonnages.
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PNG project background
and Logistics
Pic shows some of the alluvial materials located
along the length of the Screw River. The material
contains fine gold in the upper layers with
coarser gold being found in the lower, more
gravelly based layers at 3m to 5m deep.

Temporary base shelter set up on the
shoreline of the Screw River during our
early sampling processes set the stage for
our major discoveries. MD looks a bit
worried because there are rain clouds in
the area and he is not a fast runner?

Local Clan Leaders working closely with
Impact Gold Chief Geologist - David Catsoulis
MD and PNG operations manager Brian
Thomson. All are great supporter of the
company's plans in Maprik for starting alluvial
gold mining.
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PNG project background
and Geology
Some of the unusual and beautiful
oxidised, magmatic, metamorphic
material found along the Screw River
banks suggesting an intense localised
heat source was responsible for the
primary gold carrying hot fluid deposition
process.

Handheld GPS devices used by all our staff
while enroute to target sites along the Screw
River so as to ensure the correct location and
compliance with local RFGT targets

Sample excavation site along the Screw
River banks documented with Date/time
and GPS location

A newly excavated sample hole
to depths of up to 3m. These
sites are quickly infilled with
meteoric water so sampling
has to be done quickly
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PNG project background and
Geological Sampling
Collection of rock samples
is done with GPS location
documented for MRA
compliance and return to
significant assay results

Our PNG operations manager
Thomo taking a 3m bedrock sample
with our small scale, 1.0T excavator

Thomo working with local staff to
retrieve bulk, pit samples from a
depth of up to 2-3 metres on the
banks of the Screw River.

5m pits marked out at every 20m
along the Screw River bank to
allow the company to generate a
inferred resource from Screw
River samples. Such results
indicate a 20 g/t Au resource
within the River confines.
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PNG project background
and Geological Sampling

30T Excavator operating in the
Southern Screw River Valley with a
crowd of local spectators watching
on. Even with the size of this heavy
machinery we were unable to
penetrate far up the River from the
Southern Maprik Village end due to
the size of some of the rock blockages

30T excavator pit dug to 3 meters
clearly showing the different
alluvial layers of material carrying
high grade free gold known locally
as the 'Black Stone Layer'. This lies
below the blue clay band and is
where the richest alluvial gold
occurs along the river

One of our local base camps with
staff standing in the foreground of a
sample excavation site, depicts the
amount of materials that have to be
removed and processed containing
rich Au from perched river terraces
along the Screw River within our
AML area's. These terraces can be
10m in height.

10m
vertical
river
terrace
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PNG project background
Sampling and Security

Security staff member Niko who is on site at
all times to protect our Impact Gold sampling
team and also our local staff. Some times a
few drunkards get brave enough to confront
our team members at their work and believe
they can get access to our diggings. Niko is
there to remind them this is a community
project and for all the local people's benefit

Material being run through a sluice to
bring it back to a concentrate of fine
material and also to extract any
larger Au from the gravel layers.

Excavator removing clay layers that are
sometimes above the Gold bearing
materials. Sampling is never an easy job

The result of some of the
coarser gold recovered
from the Au bearing
material within the Screw
River alluvial sands
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PNG project background cont.
High performance 20T
dredge ordered for delivery in
Q3/Q4 2022. Delays in
construction due to COVID
has pushed the delivery back
from its original date in 2021.

Thomo working with locals on
excavating another sample pit.
Water influx is the main
reason that locals are unable
to reach these deeper gold
rich deposits

David Catsoulis with 3 local clan
leaders working on his pigeon and
community relations. Lucky that
everyone knows sign language

Locals often like to provide fresh
meals of fruit and vegetables to
Thomo and a drink to our staff as
thanks for the works we have
already completed on the 22km
access road.
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PNG project background
and Community Relations
One of our local staff hand excavating
and sampling from the Screw River bank.
Digging by hand is hard back breaking
work and only with heavy machinery have
we been able to reach the highly
productive, 'Black Stone', gold rich layers

Keeping up local community relations with our
company Secretary Mel Curtis and some of
our female staff including a local Clan Leader
Alex Salparis at the Maprik Primary School.

Melissa showing some of the local
children a video that she took of
them on her iPhone. The facial
expressions say it all. Many of the
locals have never seen a white
woman before let alone an iPhone

Thomo working with
locals while some of the
children watch on. Many
of the children have
never seen heavy a
excavator or machinery
operating and are
fascinated by the big
yellow tonka toy
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PNG project background,
Logistics and our rich
history
22km Roadway being constructed
between Maprik and the local Nth
Screw River villages. This road is a
vital lifeline for villages as it has
proven to be of financial and social
benefit to the villages especially in
cases of Medical Emergencies.

WWII Plaque located in the
Wewak War Memorial
highlighting the bond between
Australia and PNG peoples from
the 2nd world war effort.
David's father was based in
Wewak during this difficult
encounter and spoke very
highly of the 'Fuzzy Wuzzy
Angels' and how we needed to
repay the debt.
Construction of basic log
bridges over small rivers and
culverts assist with the
building of the 22km
roadway built by Impact
Gold. There is quite a
number of these small
bridges along the roadway to
the Nth section of the Screw
River where our 1st mining
operations will begin.
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PNG project background
and Maps
Hand drawn map drawn by a local clan
leader showing the relevant villages along
with the tributaries of the Screw River. This
was provided so that we could
understand where each village/clan is
located and the best tracks to follow to
reach the 3 gold target deposit destination
in the Nth Screw River.

Hi Res Satellite image with 3
highlighted areas in red
which are of interest to us
along the Screw River.

One of our vehicles against the
vertical cliff face on the steep sides
of the Screw River. This indicates
how tricky the terrain can be and
how the alluvial gold in the Basin has
been accumulated and confined into
the trace of the Screw River confines
which has acted as an oversized,
natural Sluice.
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PNG project background
and Ore Definition

Geographic Satellite terrain map
indicating the primary area of interest in
the Nth Maprik region for a 120T hard
rock resource located in the upper
reaches of the Screw River. This is
interpreted as the source of the Screw
River gold and is within our New EL
boundary. It also shows how steep the
valleys control the topography in and
around the Maprik region and across the
Prince Alexander Ranges.
Below 2 maps of high grade soil samples
taken from the Mediamon village region
which supports the proposition for a
large shallow gold resource located
within a circular crater like feature.
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PNG project background
and Gold Assays and Purity

Panned concentrates indicating high
percentage of Gold rich material derived
from the Screw River sampling process. This
material was sent to Australian based
Mineral Technologies laboratories for fire
assay.
The results where to say the least stunning
and even had the technicians from Mineral
Technologies amazed at the density and
purity of the Au materials collected.

Panned course gold is found right along the length of
the Screw River and is easily accessed and removed
from other materials using a simple trommel and
sluice technology. The company has plans to deploy
two (2) alluvial gravity plants within the Maprik region.

XRF results onsite analysis indicates
Au content above > 94% purity from a
small gold sample of coarse Au
material retrieved from the Screw
River itself. This amount was retrieved
from approx. 1 cubic meter from the
Black Stone material and does not
include finer material contained in
the upper levels of river sands.
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PNG project background
and Tenure

Maprik Terrain from the north where the river has its source in the Prince Alexander Ranges to the south in the lower,
Maprik Basin. Geological units include, localised volcanic sub units overlain by recent alluvium and quaternary sands
and gravels. The local soil structures vary from unconsolidated weathered volcanic loams to deep chloritic green clays
with depth profiles upto 5 to 6 meters. Refer to 1:250,000 geological map extract below for the Maprik to Yongaru
areas, ESP, PNG showing earlier trench, rockchip, drill holes and alluvial sample locations.

Figure 4: Showing detailed tenement map with all registered tenement boundaries in the Maprik District, ESP with
reference to Project site/location and surrounding tenements. EL's are the old tenement No's.which have expired.
The Environmental Assessment & Review Framework (EARF) undertaken by the company in PNG by PGL Gold Pty Ltd
provided for a detailed Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) to be implemented as part of the alluvial mining and
exploration process to be adopted during the implementation phase of the AML / EL operations due to commence in
Q3, 2022. All plans, permits and approval from local, state and federal government bodies exist for IGL to begin its
alluvial mining operations in Maprik over the Screw River.
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PNG project background proposal for works

To ensure environmental management objectives and principles set out in PNG’s Environment Act 2000 and ADB’s
Safeguard Policy Statement (2009) are complied with by PGL Gold. The Project’s Initial Environment Examination (IEE)
has reviewed to identify the impact for activities during construction and operation of PGL GOLD’s proposed alluvial
mining and or EL exploration work programme(s). This was included as a generic model but, is a comprehensive
environmental management plan (EMP) covering the expected works.
The IEE concluded that the works are small scale and impacts will be site specific and can be managed and/or
mitigated adequately. The EARF requires that based on the site specific design for a CHP, access requirements, water
and power supply needs and waste management and treatment needs, the EMP will be updated and integrated into
the MOU documents and the contract documents (MCD).
REQUIREMENTS AT PROPOSED AML / EL SITE Background
1) East Sepik Province (ESP) has a land mass of about 43 426 km2. It has a total population of about 433480 (2011
Census) with a population density of 10.1 persons/square kilometer. The Province has 6 Districts, 26 Local Level
Government (LLG) and 647 Wards. The Provincial Health Authority nominated Maprik and Wewak Districts for this
CHP project.
2) Geographically, the Province consists of rugged Prince Alexander Mountains in the north, the Torricelli Mountains in
the south and the coastal plains. The Sepik River flows from the west to the east of the Province from the Central
range which borders with Enga Province in the south. The Sepik Highway and other major roads provide adequate
access to the populated areas in the north while river transport in most significant along the Sepik and other Rivers.
The wet seasons may be transitional from time to time as influenced by the common changing monsoon winds.

EL Work area between
Maprik to Yongaru - 60km

East Sepik Highway

Satellite Map attached shows locations of the principal towns of importance to the ESP study area and Impact Gold Ltd in PNG. Wewak is the
capital of ESP and the Yongaru to Maprik road in white is the principal study area for gold concentrations.
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PNG project background Work Plans
3) The majority of the local Maprik People earn relatively low cash income from the sale of garden food, small
scale cocoa, fish or betel nut, vanilla bean, sago, but, when the prices fall the people rely on small scale
alluvial mining mainly done via panning and recovered concentrates dug from the river gravels in the Screw
River.
4) Maprik District has 4 LLGs and 65 wards, the Albiges Mableb, Bumbuita Muhiang, Maprik Wora and Yamil
& Tamaul. The District has a total population of 71750 (2011 Census) of which 50.3 % male and 49.7 %
female. The percentage of population less than 15 years at the time was 40.4% of the total population and
22.9% were women of child bearing age.
5) The population is served by the Provincial General Hospital, three District Hospitals, thirty seven (37)
Health Centres and eighty seven (87) Aid Posts. There are 17 Medical Officers and 176 nursing Officers
according to the National Research Institute’s March 2010 Report for East Sepik Health with regards to
number and facility. The mortality rates per 1000 are as follows; infants under 1 year is 79, under 5 years is
115. The life expectancy for male is 51.3 and for females is 53.1.
6) There are 273 Elementary schools, 48 Community schools, 197 Primary schools, 11 provincial high
schools, 4 secondary schools and 9 Vocational centers. The total literacy rate at 52.7% of which 59.7% are
male and 46 % are female. The gross enrolment rate is 73.8% as per the NRI 2010 Report.
7) The 5 x Maprik AML’s/EL areas which have now been granted by the MRA to the company had been
selected by the company based upon using our inhouse remote sensing satellite technology referred to as
RFGT and historic work undertaken by the operations company PGL Gold to identify the richest patches of
the Alluvium on the Screw River within the East Sepik Provincial Authority.
5 AML LICENSES in MAPRIK, PNG
8) This proposed campsite construction of a new alluvial processing plant and alluvial mines facility in Maprik
will include uptown ten staff houses and workshop with associated 2nd toll processing facility. The
preliminary design options have been done and accepted by the local Authority and Landowner Council
Boards.
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PNG project background work
plans

9) There will be some additional minor earth works required especially for the drainage, the leveling and the access
road. The septic tank system and its absorption trench will be constructed as planned to maintain a stable building
foundation and reduce water logging. The soil erosion control during earth works is vital and the storm water drainage
outlet must not interfere with the surrounding environment outside the land survey boundary which belongs to the
local community.
10) New drinking water extraction may not be required at this point in time. Water will be sourced from rain water as
the Project will be installing 10x 5000L tanks to capture rain water Maprik has a prolonged wet season from Sept. to
April and lighter rain all year round. There will be one tank per staff house. The water for drinking would come from
the tanks at the CAMP facility and water for ablutions and or showers and other domestic use will come from the
generator and incinerator sheds. Power supply at this time would come from a 7x 5 – 9Kva generators.
11) Water for construction works and construction workers camp use for messing, laundry and toilet/showers has to
be delivered to site storage tanks for use from agreed /permitted source.
12) All types of wastes including construction, kitchen and toilet wastes must be managed accordingly as per the EMP
for the new Mines CAMP.
13) As stipulated in Environment Act 2000 Section 42 and Environment (Prescribed Activities) Regulation (EPAR),
environmental permits are required for level 2 and level 3 prescribed activities. Most of the project activities for this
CHP are defined as level 1 under EPAR of the Environment Prescribed Activities. Where necessary, the environmental
guidelines and code of practices will be incorporated into the site specific Environmental Management Plan (EMP).
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Notice of Annual General Meeting
IMPACT GOLD LIMITED
ABN: 26 648 129 579
C/O: Options Group
Suite G6 G,
9 Bay St
Southport QLD 4215
Australia : +61 1300 855 299

4th May 2022

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Impact Gold Limited advises that its Annual General Meeting will be held on Wednesday 25th
May 2022 at 9.30 am (AEST time) at the Coolangatta Room 1 - The Star Casino, Gold Coast,
Broadbeach Island, Broadbeach. The meeting will conclude at 10.30am sharp after which
patrons are welcome to join the Board and Executive for light refreshments, tea and coffee and
further informal discussions.
The Notice of Annual General Meeting and Explanatory Memorandum and Proxy Form will be
dispatched to shareholders of the Company today.

For further information please contact:
Melissa Curtis, Company Secretary Mbl : +61 412 771 264
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Notice of Annual General Meeting
IMPACT GOLD LIMITED
ACN 648 129 579

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
AND

EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

For the Annual General Meeting to be held on Wednesday 25th May 2022 at 10.30 am (AEST time) at the
Coolangatta Room 1 - The Star Casino, Gold Coast, Broadbeach Island, Broadbeach
This is an important document. Please read it carefully and in its entirety. If you do not understand it
please consult with your professional advisers.

If you are unable to attend the Annual General Meeting, please complete the Proxy Appointment Form enclosed and
return it in accordance with the instructions set out on that form.
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Notice of Annual General Meeting
IMPACT GOLD LIMITED
ACN 648 129 579

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Impact Gold Limited (the “Company”) gives notice that the Annual General Meeting of the Company will be held
on Wednesday 25th May 2022 at 10.30 am (AEST time) at the Coolangatta Room 1 - The Star Gold Coast,
Broadbeach Island, Broadbeach
ITEMS OF BUSINESS
The Explanatory Memorandum to this Notice provides additional information on matters to be considered at the
Annual General Meeting. The Explanatory Memorandum and the Proxy Appointment Form are part of this Notice.
Terms and abbreviations used in this Notice (including in the Explanatory Memorandum and the Proxy
Appointment Form) are defined in Schedule 1 to this Notice (or elsewhere in the body of this Notice).

1. ACCOUNTS AND REPORTS
To receive and consider the Financial Report of the Company, the Directors' Report and the Auditor's Report for
the year ended 31 December 2021.
2. RESOLUTION 1
To consider and, if thought fit, pass the following resolution as an ordinary resolution:
"That, for the purpose of s 327B of Corporations Act 2001 and for all other purposes, Peter Brush be reappointed
as auditor of the Company and the Directors be authorised to fix the remuneration of the auditor.”
3. RESOLUTION 2
To consider and, if thought fit, pass the following resolution as an ordinary resolution:
“That Mr Rohan Hills, who retires in accordance with clause 21.3 of the Constitution and for all other purposes
being eligible, offer himself for re-election, be re-elected as a Director”
4. RESOLUTION 3
To consider and, if thought fit, pass the following resolution as an ordinary resolution:
“That Mr David Catsoulis, who retires in accordance with clause 21.3 of the Constitution and for all other
purposes being eligible, offer himself for re-election, be re-elected as an executive Director”
5. RESOLUTION 4
To consider and, if thought fit, pass the following resolution as an ordinary resolution:
“That Mr Jacobus Smit, who retires in accordance with clause 21.3 of the Constitution and for all other purposes
being eligible, offer himself for re-election, be re-elected as a Director”
By order of the Board

Melissa Curtis
Company Secretary
4 May 2022
Note: The formal business of the Meeting will be followed by an address from the
Company’s Chairman, Jack Smit and David Catsoulis the MD as to the current status of the
Company’s projects subsequent to the period covered by the Financial Statements
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Notice of Annual General Meeting
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM
The Explanatory Memorandum has been prepared to provide Shareholders with information about the items
of business to be considered at the Annual General Meeting to be held on Monday 25th May 2022 at 9.30 am
(AEST time) at the Cooloongatta Room 1 - Star Casino Gold Coast in Broadbeach.
The Explanatory Memorandum is important and should be read carefully, in its entirety, by all Shareholders.
The Explanatory Memorandum is part of the Notice.
1. RESOLUTION 1: APPOINTMENT OF AUDITOR
In accordance with s 327B of Corporations Act 2001, a public company must appoint an auditor at its first
AGM.
On 24 June 2021 the Directors of the Company appointed Mr Peter Brush to act as its auditor. Peter Brush
consented to act as the Company’s auditor and has completed the audit of the financial reports for the period
ended 31 December 2021. The Directors wish to re-appoint Peter Brush as the Company’s auditor.
Board recommendation: The Board recommends that shareholders vote in favour of resolution 1. The
Chairman intends to vote undirected proxies in favour of the resolution.
2. RESOLUTION 2:
Pursuant to clause 21.3 of the Constitution, at the first annual general meeting of the Company, all of the
directors must retire from office. Being eligible, they can offer themselves for election to the Board by
Shareholders. Mr Rohan Hills retires in accordance with the Constitution and, being eligible, he now offers
himself for election to the Board as a Director.
Mr Hills holds a Certificate in Business Management, including Team Management, Team Education and
Training, Work Place Health and Safety, Customer Relationship Management, Meeting/Project Management
and Conflict Resolution training. He holds a Certificate in Small Business Management including bookkeeping
and Work Place Health and Safety components.
The Directors, other than Mr Hills, support that election of Mr Hills and recommend that Shareholders vote in
favour of Resolution 2.
3. RESOLUTION 3:
Pursuant to clause 21.3 of the Constitution, at the first annual general meeting of the Company, all of the
directors must retire from office. Being eligible, they can offer themselves for election to the Board by
Shareholders. Mr David Catsoulis retires in accordance with the Constitution and, being eligible, he now offers
himself for election to the Board as a Director.
David Catsoulis is a Senior Gold Exploration Geologist with 36-years of national and international experience.
He is a Consulting Precious Metals Specialist and has practiced in Geotechnical Engineering. He has strong
economic geological skills base and experience at all levels of the resource sector. David’s experience spans
the complete mineral development cycle from early stage exploration to project definition and studies
commissioning and operations of mining projects. David holds Bachelor Degrees in Geology, Business Finance
and a Hons Degree from Queensland University where he completed his thesis covering the Sedimentology of
the Central Amadeus Basin in the Northern Territory, Australia (1986).
The Directors, other than Mr Catsoulis, support that election of Mr Catsoulis and recommend that
Shareholders vote in favour of Resolution 3.
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Notice of Annual General Meeting
4. RESOLUTION 4:
Pursuant to clause 21.3 of the Constitution, at the first annual general meeting of the Company, all of the
directors must retire from office. Being eligible, they can offer themselves for election to the Board by
Shareholders. Mr Jacobus Smit retires in accordance with the Constitution and, being eligible, he now offers
himself for election to the Board as a Director.
Mr Smit is a professional company Director and specialised in both private and public companies over the
last 40 years where he actively participated in large-scale property developments in excess of 100 million
dollars in both private and corporate portfolios. Jack has listed mining companies on the Australia ASX and on
the UK’s AIM Venture exchange utilising his own capital and also by raising private capital.
The Directors, other than Mr Smit, support that election of Mr Smit and recommend that Shareholders vote
in favour of Resolution 4.
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Notice of Annual General Meeting
NOTES:
These Notes form part of the Notice of Annual General Meeting.

Right to vote
The Directors have determined that those persons who are the registered holders of Shares at 2:30 pm (AEST) on the day of the
meeting will be entitled to attend and vote at the Annual General Meeting (and their voting entitlement will be the entitlement set
out in the register of Shareholders at that time). Share transfers registered after that time will be disregarded in determining voting
entitlements.
Appointment of proxies
Each Shareholder entitled to vote at the Annual General Meeting may appoint a proxy to attend and vote at the Annual General
Meeting.
A proxy need not be a Shareholder and can be an individual or a body corporate.
A body corporate appointed as a Shareholder's proxy may appoint a representative to exercise any of the powers the body may
exercise as a proxy at the Annual General Meeting. The representative should bring to the meeting evidence of his or her
appointment, including any authority under which the appointment is signed, unless it has previously been given to the Company.
A Shareholder entitled to cast two or more votes may appoint two proxies and may specify the proportion or number of votes
each proxy is appointed to exercise.
Sections 250BB and 250BC of the Corporations Act apply to voting by proxy. Shareholders and their proxies should be aware of
these provisions, as they will apply to this meeting. Broadly, the effect of the provisions is that:
(a)
if proxy holders vote, they must cast all directed proxies as directed; and
(b) any directed proxies which are not voted will automatically default to the Chairperson, who must vote the proxies as
directed.
More detail on these provisions is provided below.
Proxy vote if appointment specifies way to vote
Section 250BB provides that an appointment of a proxy may specify the way the proxy is to vote on a particular resolution and, if it
does:
(a) the proxy need not vote on a show of hands, but if the proxy does so, the proxy must vote that way (ie as directed);
(b) if the proxy has 2 or more appointments that specify different ways to vote on the resolution – the proxy must not vote
on a show of hands;
(c)
if the proxy is the Chairperson of the meeting at which the resolution is voted on – the proxy must vote on a poll, and must
vote that way (ie as directed); and
(d) if the proxy is not the Chairperson - the proxy need not vote on the poll, but if the proxy does so, the proxy must vote that
way (ie as directed).
Transfer of non-Chairperson proxy to Chairperson in certain circumstances
Section 250BC provides that, if:
(a) an appointment of a proxy specifies the way the proxy is to vote on a particular resolution at a meeting of the Company's
members;
(b) the appointed proxy is not the Chairperson of the meeting;
(c) at the meeting, a poll is duly demanded on the resolution; and
(d) either of the following applies:
(i) the proxy is not recorded as attending the meeting;
(ii) the proxy does not vote on the resolution,
the Chairperson of the meeting is taken, before voting on the resolution closes, to have been appointed as the proxy for the
purposes of voting on the resolution at the meeting.
Chairperson as proxy and intentions of Chairperson
The Chairperson of the Annual General Meeting, where appropriately authorised, intends to vote all available undirected proxies in
favour of Resolutions 1.
If you appoint the Chairperson of the Annual General Meeting as your proxy but do not mark either “For”, “Against” or “Abstain” on
the Proxy Appointment Form for a Resolution, you will be expressly authorising the Chairperson to vote on that Resolution in
accordance with the Chairperson’s stated voting intention described above.
If you wish to appoint the Chairperson of the meeting as your proxy with a direction to vote, you can do so by marking the boxes
for the relevant Resolution (ie by directing him to vote "For", “Against”, or “Abstain”) on the Proxy Appointment Form.
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Notice of Annual General Meeting
Lodgement of proxy documents
For an appointment of a proxy for the Annual General Meeting to be effective:
the proxy's appointment; and
if the appointment is signed by the appointer’s attorney - the authority under which the appointment was signed (eg
a power of attorney) or a certified copy of it,
must be received by the Company at least 48 hours before the meeting (that is, not later than 2.30pm (AEST) on Monday
23 May 2022).
The following addresses are specified for the purposes of receipt of proxies:
By Mail:
c/o: Options Group
PO Box 411
Southport QLD 4215
Bodies corporate
A body corporate may appoint an individual as its representative to exercise any of the powers the body may exercise at
meetings of a company's members. The appointment may be a standing one. Unless the appointment states otherwise,
the representative may exercise all of the powers that the appointing body could exercise at a meeting or in voting on a
resolution.
The representative should bring to the meeting evidence of his or her appointment, including any authority under which
the appointment is signed, unless it has previously been given to the Company.
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Full PNG Budget Q2/Q3 2022 P1
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Need assistance?
IMPACT GOLD LIMITED

Phone:
+61 412 771 264 (within Australia)

ABN 26 648 129 579

YOUR VOTE IS IMPORTANT
For your proxy appointment to be effective it
must be received by 2:30 p.m. (AEST) on
Monday, 23 May 2022.

Proxy Form
How to Vote on Items of Business

All your securities will be voted in accordance with your directions.

Lodge your Proxy Form:

APPOINTMENT OF PROXY
Voting 100% of your holding: Direct your proxy how to vote by marking one of
the boxes opposite each item of business. If you do not mark a box your proxy
may vote or abstain as they choose (to the extent permitted by law). If you mark
more than one box on an item your vote will be invalid on that item.
Voting a portion of your holding: Indicate a portion of your voting rights by
inserting the percentage or number of securities you wish to vote in the For,
Against or Abstain box or boxes. The sum of the votes cast must not exceed your
voting entitlement or 100%.
Appointing a second proxy: You are entitled to appoint up to two proxies to
attend the meeting and vote on a poll. If you appoint two proxies you must
specify the percentage of votes or number of securities for each proxy, otherwise
each proxy may exercise half of the votes. When appointing a second proxy write
both names and the percentage of votes or number of securities for each in Step
1 overleaf.

By Mail:
_________________________________
C/o Options Group
PO Box 411
Southport QLD 4215

A proxy need not be a securityholder of the Company.

SIGNING INSTRUCTIONS FOR POSTAL FORMS

Individual: Where the holding is in one name, the securityholder must sign.
Joint Holding: Where the holding is in more than one name, all of the
securityholders should sign.

PLEASE NOTE: for security reasons it is
important that you keep your SRN/HIN
confidential.

Power of Attorney: If you have not already lodged the Power of Attorney with
the registry, please attach a certified photocopy of the Power of Attorney to this
form when you return it.
Companies: Where the company has a Sole Director who is also the Sole
Company Secretary, this form must be signed by that person. If the company
(pursuant to section 204A of the Corporations Act 2001) does not have a
Company Secretary, a Sole Director can also sign alone. Otherwise this form must
be signed by a Director jointly with either another Director or a Company
Secretary. Please sign in the appropriate place to indicate the office held. Delete
titles as applicable.
PARTICIPATING IN THE MEETING
Corporate Representative
If a representative of a corporate securityholder or proxy is to participate in the
meeting you will need to provide the appropriate “Appointment of Corporate
Representative”.
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Change of address. If incorrect, mark this box and make the
correction in the space to the left. Securityholders sponsored by a
broker (reference number commences with ‘X’) should advise your
broker of any changes.

Proxy Form

Please mark

X

to indicate your directions

Appoint a Proxy to Vote on Your Behalf

Step 1

I/We being a member/s of Impact Gold Limited hereby appoint
the Chairman
of the Meeting

PLEASE NOTE: Leave this box blank if you
have selected the Chairman of the Meeting.
Do not insert your own name(s).

OR

or failing the individual or body corporate named, or if no individual or body corporate is named, the Chairman of the Meeting, as
my/our proxy to act generally at the meeting on my/our behalf and to vote in accordance with the following directions (or if no
directions have been given, and to the extent permitted by law, as the proxy sees fit) at the Annual General Meeting of Impact Gold
Limited to be held on Wednesday 25th of May, 2022 on the Gold Coast at the Star Casino's Coolangatta Room 1 between 9.30am and
12.00pm and at any adjournment or postponement of that meeting.

Voting Directions

Step 2
Resolution 1

That, for the purpose of s 327B of Corporations Act 2001 and for all other purposes, Peter Brush be re-appointed as
auditor of the Company and the Directors be authorised to fix the remuneration of the auditor.

Resolution 2

That Mr Rohan Hills, who retires in accordance with clause 21.3 of the Constitution and for all other purposes being
eligible, offer himself for re-election, be re-elected as an Executive Director

Resolution 3

That Mr David Catsoulis, who retires in accordance with clause 21.3 of the Constitution and for all other purposes
being eligible, offer himself for re-election, be re-elected as an Executive Director and Chief Executive Officer

Resolution 1

That Mr Jacobus Smit, who retires in accordance with clause 21.3 of the Constitution and for all other purposes being
eligible, offer himself for re-election, be re-elected as a Non-executive Director

For

AgainstAbstain*

* If you mark the Abstain box for a particular item, you are directing your proxy not to vote on your behalf on a show of hands or on a poll and your vote will
not be counted in calculating the required majority if a poll is called.

Signature of Securityholder(s)

Step 3

Individual or Securityholder 1

Securityholder 2

Sole Director & Sole Company Secretary Director

This section must be completed.

Securityholder 3

Director/Company Secretary

__________________
/
/
Date

Update your communication details (Optional)
Mobile Number

Email Address

By providing your email address, you consent to receive future Notice
of Meeting & Proxy communications electronically.
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SCHEDULE 1
TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Definition

Meaning

Annual General Meeting

The Annual General Meeting of the Company notified to Shareholders by this Notice

Board

The Board of Directors of the Company

Chairperson

The Chairperson of the Annual General Meeting appointed in accordance with the Constitution

Closely related party

closely related party of a member of the key management personnel means:
a spouse or child of the member;or
a child of the member's spouse; or
a dependant of the member or of the member's spouse; or
anyone else who is one of the member's family and may be expected to influence the member, or be influenced by the
member,in the member's dealings with the Company; or
a company that the member controls; or
a person prescribed by the Corporations Regulations 2001 (Cth).

Company or Medusa

Impact Gold Limited (ACN 648 129 579)

Constitution

The Constitution of the Company

Corporations Act

Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)

Director

A Director of the Company

Explanatory
Memorandum

The Explanatory Memorandum enclosed with and forming part of this Notice

Key management
personnel

Key management personnel have the same meaning as in the accounting standards. So, the term broadly includes those persons
involved in decision making with the authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the
Company (whether directly or indirectly), and includes any director of the Company.

Notice

This Notice of Meeting incorporating the Explanatory Memorandum and the Proxy Appointment Form

Proxy Appointment Form

The Proxy Appointment Form enclosed with and forming part of this Notice

Remuneration Report

Has the meaning given to it by the Corporations Act

Resolutions

The resolutions referred to in this Notice, and resolution means the applicable resolution referred to in this Notice or any of the
resolutions referred to in this Notice (as the context requires)

Rule

A rule of the Constitution

Shareholder

The holder of a Share

Share

A fully paid ordinary share in the Company

$ or A$

A reference to "$" or "A$" is to Australian currency, unless otherwise indicated
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